Abstract—The need to extract R&D keywords from issues and use them to retrieve R&D information is increasing rapidly. However, it is difficult to identify related issues or distinguish them. Although the similarity between issues cannot be identified, with an R&D lexicon, issues that always share the same R&D keywords can be determined. In detail, the R&D keywords that are associated with a particular issue imply the key technology elements that are needed to solve a particular issue.

Furthermore, the relationship among issues that share the same R&D keywords can be shown in a more systematic way by clustering them according to keywords. Thus, sharing R&D results and reusing R&D technology can be facilitated. Indirectly, redundant investment in R&D can be reduced as the relevant R&D information can be shared among corresponding issues and the reusability of related R&D can be improved.

Therefore, a methodology to cluster issues from the perspective of common R&D keywords is proposed to satisfy these demands.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The volume of unstructured text data generated by various social media has increased so rapidly, it is now difficult to handle using existing data analysis methods. The volume of unstructured text data is particularly large and complex; however, this large volume of text data might contain useful information. Therefore, researchers have been motivated to develop big data analysis techniques and analyze this data in different areas such as politics, economics, and business [1], [2].

Furthermore, according to the needs of the analysis, text can be expressed in various forms such as words, phrases, hierarchies, or vectors. Therefore, text mining techniques are increasingly used. The text mining application that has received the most attention in academia and industry is topic analysis, usually used to extract the main topics from a large volume of text documents. Topic analysis is also referred to as issue analysis or trend analysis according to the type of target document. Measures such as TF-IDF (Term Frequency – Inverse Document Frequency) are used to derive the keywords that represent each document. In particular, topic analysis makes it possible to express a state corresponding to multiple topics in a single document. As a result, topic analysis is well-regarded compared to traditional document clustering that only allows a one-to-one relationship between topic and document.

As the number of issues derived by topic analysis can be very large, issue clustering has become the main concern of research. The high-level concept of a new issue can be derived through clustering based on already-discovered issues. For example, the issue cluster “Diet” can be created by integrating the issues “Exercise” and “Obesity.” This issue clustering is mainly based on the co-occurrence frequency of issue keywords. In detail, if keywords representing the issues “Exercise” and “Obesity” appear simultaneously in various documents, they can be considered to be strongly correlated. However, an association between issues that have a low co-occurrence frequency cannot be recognized using traditional issue clustering methods, even if those issues are in fact strongly related. This limitation is further explained in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 shows a network diagram of issue clustering from the perspective of related R&D keywords. If we examine the left hand side of the diagram, the issues “Silver Industry” and “Hygiene” are considered the strongly related keywords according to traditional issue clustering that considers only the co-occurrence of issues. The meaning of “Silver Industry” here indicates a business that focuses on products and services for senior citizens. However, according to the right-hand side of the diagram that considers both issues and the their related R&D keywords, “Silver Industry” and “Sexual offense” share three keywords related to technology, “Heart Rate,” “RF Tag,” and “CCTV.” From this association, it is clear that the R&D technology used in the “Silver Industry” field can also be applied in the field of “Sexual Offense.” Experts from these two fields can then take advantage of this result and share R&D information among them. However, because the co-occurrence frequency of these two issues in the same document is not high, it is difficult to identify the correlation between them using traditional issue clustering. Thus, in order to overcome this limitation, a methodology to cluster issues from the perspective of related R&D keywords is proposed.
II. RELATED WORK

A. Text Mining and Topic Analysis

Text is the most common form of information accessed on the Internet and smart devices [3]. Thus, many attempts have been made to analyze this large volume of text in order to extract meaningful information from different perspectives. Concern about topic analysis has increased recently, as it can identify the corresponding topic for a particular document by discovering the core keywords of a large number of documents. In addition, the widespread use of smart devices gives users the ability to express their opinions in text form through social media. Thus, various attempts have been actively carried out to establish business strategy through text analysis on social media data [4]. In addition, topic analysis can be applied to most areas that deal with text data, such as online shopping mall product review analysis, crime prediction, and repository establishment through text categorization [5]–[8].

Topic analysis is a comprehensive technique that has been utilized in many areas such as data mining, natural language processing, information retrieval, computational linguistics, and topic tracking. It plays an especially important role in natural language processing, as the target of the natural language processing, i.e., text, can be analyzed in various forms such as words, phrases, hierarchies, and vectors according to the purpose of the analysis [9]. Basically, the key concepts of topic analysis are the vector space model and TF-IDF metric. In detail, the smallest unit of analysis for each document is data written in text form, such as the text in a document title, summary, or body. Each document is represented using a vector space model; therefore, the subject and attributes of a particular document can be summarized according to the frequency of the terms used in each document. Analysis based on TF-IDF is more widely used than simple term frequency. Once the keywords are refined based on specific conditions, the co-occurrence patterns for each keyword are calculated based on the TF-IDF weights. However, because the number of terms used in a document is very large, in order to measure the similarity between documents, each document is stored after undergoing a dimensional reduction technique such as Singular Value Decomposition.

After the structuring of an unstructured text document is complete, the remaining topic analysis steps employ existing data mining methods. In particular, by clustering on document vectors, the technique of grouping similar documents is already being used in several areas. However, existing document clustering methods assume that each document only belongs to one cluster, and thus are too limited for actual topic analysis, as they cannot classify the document into various topics. Therefore, topic analysis, which allows many-to-many relationships between topics and documents, better reflects the actual state that corresponds to the multiple topics included in a complex document.

B. Social Network Analysis

Social network analysis is a quantitative analysis technique that identifies the characteristics of the connection structure of a group as well as the connection state of the objects within through visual representation [10]. Initially, it was used for the analysis of relationships among people. It is now also actively used for structural analysis in various fields such as genetic, transportation, and organization networks [11]–[13]. Recently, the range of applications is expanding as new knowledge is created through a combination of other techniques such as knowledge transfer factor analysis, keyword relationship analysis, and R&D information packaging [14]–[16].

In order to understand the link structure characteristics of a social network, various indicators such as density, centrality, and centralization have been discovered and widely used [17]. Density refers to the degree of connection between network nodes. High network density indicates that information exchange is active and information spread is fast. Centrality is an index that measures the extent to which a particular actor is connected to others in a network. It is subdivided into four main centralities: degree, closeness, betweenness, and eigenvector. In addition, centralization is an index that represents the degree to which the entire network is concentrated on a node; it is divided into degree centralization, closeness centralization, and betweenness centralization.

Tools such as NodeXL, UCINET, and NetMiner are frequently used for social network analysis [18]–[20]. These tools use a matrix to represent the data. A relationship between the rows and columns is expressed by 1; if there is no relationship, the value is 0. In addition, a quasi-network can be generated by deriving indirect relationships based on direct relationships among the objects [21]. For example, in a binary customer/product matrix where 1 represents a purchase and 0 represents a non-purchase, it is possible to construct a quasi-network between the customers by connecting the customers who purchased one or more of the same product. In this study, we built a two-mode network between news and R&D information as well as between news and issues. A two-mode network between R&D information and issues was constructed after merging the two networks such that further analysis is able to use the converted quasi-network between issues.
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Fig. 2 Research Overview

III. PROPOSED MODEL AND RESEARCH SCOPE

In this section, we further explain the methodology of clustering issues from the perspective of related R&D
keywords. Fig. 2 gives an overview of the research.

This research involves five important processes. Web transaction records of each internet user were used as input data. News articles related to research were first collected through (1) web crawling. Based on the collected news articles, the corresponding relationships between the issues and articles were derived through (2) topic analysis. Next, the corresponding relationships between an article and R&D keywords were identified through the (3) frequency analysis of the R&D terms in each article. Two networks were constructed based on the results of steps (2) and (3). In the (4) network merging stage, a two-mode network between the issues and R&D keywords was constructed by merging these two networks. Finally, the issues relevant to related R&D keywords were identified through a (5) clustering analysis of the merged network.

Because the purpose of this study is to achieve issue clustering from the R&D perspective, it is essential to first construct an R&D lexicon based on R&D documents such as patent information. Fig. 3 shows the R&D lexicon construction process. First, the patent information is obtained and topics are then generated by parsing analysis (the tokenization stage). Each topic represents an R&D keyword. However, as the quality of the keywords is not sufficiently accurate, unused words are filtered. Therefore, word categories such as “URL,” “time,” “date,” “number,” or “meaningless word” are selected and included in the stop list. Using the stop list, the parsing analysis is generated again. A stop list was used here because it can be applied in other, similar experiments and reduces redundant calculation.

Thus, the results are a list of R&D terms. There are some general terms that always appear in patent information, so in order to remove these meaningless general terms from the R&D terms list, we generated a general terms list by the same process but using general documents as target data. Therefore, in the lexic refinement stage, we remove all meaningless general terms that appear in the R&D terms list using the general terms list. The resulting refined R&D lexicon can be used as the initial list for R&D usage analysis.

IV. SYSTEM EVALUATION

A. Data Preprocessing

News articles and an R&D lexicon were required to perform this evaluation. Thus, we collected 13,652 articles published between June 2012 and July 2013 in the life/culture section of the South Korean news portal NAVER News [22]. Thereafter, 100 issue topics were derived from topic analysis of these articles. In addition, using Daily Necessity as the main index, 10,012 cases from July 2012 to September 2013 were obtained from patents registered in WIPS, an online worldwide patent information service provider in South Korea [23]. Based on the analysis of the collected patent information, an R&D lexicon that contained 28,655 terms was constructed. However, this lexicon contained not only R&D terms, but also general terms. Therefore, the lexicon was refined by deleting general terms. After lexic refinement, only 21,350 terms remained.

B. Topic Analysis

For this stage of our experiment, we used a commercial data mining tool, SAS Enterprise Miner 12.1 [24]. We performed topic analysis on the 13,652 news articles using its Text Miner module. The total number of topics was 100, and the analysis was limited to five keywords per topic. The results are shown in Fig. 4.
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![Fig. 4 Topic Analysis Result (Part)](image)

![Fig. 5 Correspondence Matrix between Articles and Issue (Part)](image)

When the many-to-many relationship between articles and issues were generated through topic analysis, the correspondence degree of each article for each issue was also identified. The initial correspondence degree is shown in Fig. 5 (a). Correspondence degrees above a certain threshold were set to 1; otherwise, they were set to 0. The converted
correspondence matrix between articles and issues is shown in Fig. 5 (b).

C. R&D Usage Analysis and Network Merging

In this section, we detail how to derive the two-mode network between articles and R&D keywords using the R&D usage analysis, i.e., the frequency analysis of R&D terms obtained from each article. In this study, matrix entries indicate the one-to-one relationship corresponding to a two-mode network. However, the two-mode network not only is complex, it is also difficult to explain when using only a small section. Therefore, the analysis process is explained using matrices with the same concept.

Fig. 6 describes the process of merging two different two-mode networks into one new two-mode network using matrices. Fig. 6 (a) shows the corresponding relationships between the articles and R&D keywords, while Fig. 6 (b) shows the corresponding relationships between the articles and issues. Using the number of articles that correspond to each R&D keyword and issue, the merged matrix in Fig. 6 (c) between R&D keywords and issues can be derived. This matrix explains the number of R&D keywords that appear to be related to each issue, also explaining the corresponding relationship between R&D keywords and issues. Using the generated final matrix, it is possible to derive a two-mode network using a threshold value. The correspondence degree above a certain threshold is converted to 1; otherwise, it is set to 0. Based on this procedure, a two-mode network between R&D keywords and issues can be constructed.

D. Quasi Network Formation

In this section, we generate a quasi-network between issues by converting the two-mode network between R&D keywords and issues. As in the previous section, the network conversion process shown in Fig. 7 is explained using matrices for clarity.

The matrix in Fig. 7 (a) is the same matrix as in Fig. 6 (c) and indicates the corresponding relationships between R&D keywords and issues. Among the five R&D keywords that correspond to issue T1, it can be seen that issue T4 corresponds to two R&D keywords (R1 and R4). In other words, two R&D keywords are shared by issues T1 and T4. Thus, using this method, it is possible to determine the number of R&D keywords that are shared by all issues. The results are summarized and shown in Fig. 7 (b). In this matrix, larger cell values indicate higher relevance between two topics. Thus, based on this final matrix, the quasi-network between issues was constructed and the final results are shown in Fig. 8.

E. Issue Clustering

Based on the quasi-network between issues, clustering is performed. The links of the target network represent the R&D keywords that are often shared by two nodes (where a node represents an issue). Thus, based on the generated network, the clusters can be derived by grouping the issues that share a large number of common R&D keywords.

In this experiment, the clustering was performed using two different methods. For the first method, we clustered on the quasi-network of issues shown in Fig. 7 (b). Further, the clustering and visualization of the result was performed using NetMiner 4, a social network analysis and visualization tool. As shown in Fig. 9, the proximity between the issues was measured using the Euclidean distance matrix that corresponds to the network shown in Fig. 8.
Fig. 9 Euclidean Distance between Issues (Part)

Applying the algorithm provided in NetMiner, 20 clusters were derived using the Euclidean distance matrix shown in Fig. 9. Based on the 20 clusters generated, we discovered that most of the similar issues (topics) were grouped as a cluster. However, issues that did not appear to be directly related also appeared in the same cluster. Some examples are displayed in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 NetMiner Clustering Result (Part)

As shown in Fig. 10, many issues in cluster 6 seem to be related to each other, such as “travel,” “restaurant,” “festival,” and “hotel.” But topic 79, comprising issues “movie,” “theater,” and “cinema,” seems not to be related to the other topics in cluster 6. Further, the issues of cluster 10 such as “cosmetics,” “onion,” “healing,” and “diet” are unrelated to each other.

However, this phenomenon occurs because all these issues are grouped into a cluster based on common R&D keywords that they share. Therefore, in order to discover the relationship between the issues in a particular cluster, we derived the top 15 common R&D keywords that are shared by the issues in clusters 6, 9, and 10. The results are shown in Fig. 11.

Using cluster 6 as an example, the issues of topic 7, 22, 65, 73, and 79 such as “forest,” “restaurant,” “festival,” “hotel,” “cinema,” and “theater” can be group together by using the R&D keyword “fire extinguisher,” as it is very important to install fire extinguishers in the places listed above.

Furthermore, the management departments from these different fields can take advantage of this result to share R&D information. For example, the fire extinguishing system of the hotel can be reused and applied to a cinema or theater in order to upgrade the safety of the building and its people.

Fig. 11 Common R&D Keywords of Cluster 6

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Common R&amp;D Keywords of Cluster 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Imaginary space, mineral water, heat-resistant, immune globulin, microbiology, backdrop, obesity, fire extinguisher, strain, visualization, embossing, insulation, natural light, indicator heart, microbial substance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 12 Visualization Diagram of NetMiner Clustering Result

In addition, the visualization of the results in Fig. 10 was performed and the resulting visualization diagram is shown in Fig. 12. On the left bottom side of the diagram, the legend
indicates the 20 different colors corresponding to the clusters. In detail, issues of the same cluster are represented by the same color.

Next, a second clustering method was performed using SAS Enterprise Miner 12.1 based on the correspondence matrix between R&D keywords and issues. Before clustering, the rows and columns of the matrix shown in Fig. 7(a) must be switched because SAS Enterprise Miner 12.1 can only perform clustering on matrix rows. A matrix with 100 issue rows and 2,380 R&D keyword columns, as shown in Fig. 13, was generated.

![Fig. 13 SAS Clustering (Part)](image1)

In the SAS clustering, the number of clusters was set to 20. Because the number of clusters has a significant impact on the result, preliminary experiments to determine it were performed. However, a suitable number of clusters could not be determined this way. Thus, as an alternative, the number of clusters was randomly assigned to 20 based on the average number of issues included in a cluster. Example derived clusters are shown in Fig. 14.

![Fig. 14 SAS Clustering Result (Part)](image2)

For example, as shown in Fig. 14, the issues “exercise,” “smoking,” “surgery,” and “motor show” from cluster 3 seem to be unrelated. However, if these issues share the R&D keywords related to medical sensor devices such as “electronic tag,” then they are likely to be grouped together. This is also the case for cluster 12, where the issues “symptom,” “disease,” “food,” “bacteria,” and “dentistry” do not have a direct relationship among them, but by considering the related common R&D keywords that are shared among them, it is possible to find the relationship among these issues.

Thus, in order to discover the relationship between such issues, we derived their common R&D keywords. Using cluster 12 as an example, the top 10 common R&D keywords that were shared by topics 11, 22, and 98 were derived. As listed in Fig. 15, the common R&D keywords were “buffer action,” “carbon steel,” “synovial,” “electrolyte,” “root-crop,” “immune globulin,” and so on. Using the common R&D keywords, the relationship between these issues can be discovered. For example, “synovial” is the R&D keyword of topic 11, and usually refers to the synovial membrane or synovial joint. The synovial membrane is the soft tissue found between the joint capsule and joint cavity of synovial joints. However, “synovial” also appears as the R&D keyword of topic 98. To determine the relationship between the keyword “synovial” and topic 98, we searched the Internet using “synovial” and “dentistry” as search terms. We found that there is a rare case of synovial otorrhea of an iatrogenic nature in dentistry. Regarding the relationship between “synovial” and topic 22, we found that the synovial fluid was always connected with food, and “food” was one of the issues included in topic 22.

![Fig. 15 Common R&D Keywords of Cluster 12](image3)

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, two clustering analysis tools were used to present interesting results and information. Given the two different tools used in this experiment, although the clustering results were different, there is potential to use the extracted issues for further research. In addition, sharing R&D results and reusing R&D technology can be facilitated. Indirectly, redundant investment in R&D can be reduced and the R&D information can be shared between those corresponding issues. Furthermore, the reusability of related R&D can be improved.

Three key directions are suggested for future research. First, because the entire analysis is based on topic analysis, it is essential to consider the semantics of each term. Second, because the analysis results may vary depending on the characteristics of the target documents, the analysis must be performed using various types and numbers of documents. Finally, it is necessary to automate steps of the analysis that are
currently manually performed in order to improve the applicability of the proposed methodology.
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